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Simple tools
required for construction

Components of
pour flush toilet with twin leach pit

Ventilator

Plumb Bob

Trowel

Door

Super structure
Run off buffer
Cover slab

Measuring Tape

Straigt Edge

Top Soil

Pan with P Trap

Wooden Float

Sprit Level

PVC Pipe
(Slope 1:12 cm)
Leach pit

Hammer

Mason Square
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Site selection

Safe /permissible distance

45 ft

45 ft

Toilets should not be constructed in low lying or water
logged areas.

The distance between a toilet leach pit and a drinking
water source must be 45 feet minimum.
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Layout and earth work

Foundation and plinth level

10”
37”

57”

37”
57”

10”

1’ or 1½’

9” to 12”

The outer boundary is 57 inches (57”) length and the
inner is 37" on both sides. The depth of foundation
for earth work is 12 to 18 inches (depending on the
soil condition).

Dig the foundation to 10” wide for a depth of 12”
to18”. The normal plinth height is 9” to 12” from
ground level.
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Super structure construction

Toilet cross section & measurement
RCC pre fabricated
roof slab
Ventilator on 3 sides

6½’

5" thick wall brick work in C M 1:5
floor finishing with tiles
and wall tiles

6½’

5½’

6½’

pcc 1:3:6, 75mm thick
pvc pipe to
leach pit slope 1:5

P-trap
sand filling

brick work
in C M 1:6

The super structure is 6½ft high on the door side and
5½ at the back. If the roof is to be flat, then the
height of superstructure is 6½ ft.

Follow the measurements shown in the picture for the
construction.
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Roof slab fixing

The pan and the P-trap

20"-21"

16"

Fix with 3 prefabricated cement slabs of 20'' x 60''
x 2” each as the roof. The joints between the cement
slab must be sealed properly.

Use an urban pan of 20” size with attached footrest and a
suitable P-Trap.
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Squatting pan fixing

Connecting the P-trap with
squatting pan

Fix the squatting pan horizontally over the P-trap
using a sprit level.The rear side of the pan must be at
least 9” away from the back wall. Use broken bricks,
sand and cement mortar to pack underneath the pan
properly.

Join the pan and P-trap with spun yarn soaked in neat
cement and then mix with 1:1 cement mortar. The
joint must be perfectly watertight.
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9”

Plan of a twin pit toilet
with measurements

4’9” (foundation outer length)
3’1” (foundation inner length)

Y-junction diagram

end cap

100mm dia PVC
non-pressure inlet
pipe from latrine pan

foundation width

5”

5” wall thickness/width
125

5”

5”

A

equal

A

230

480

4’0”

D

3’1”

3’6”

4’9”

9”
125mm thick
brickwork in cement
mortar 1:6

channel

100mm dia PVC
non-pressure outlet
pipe to leach pit

5”

125

equal

5”

3’6”

Ø3

5”

4’4”

’0”

125

230

125

480

3’0”

plan
Scale 1:10
RCC cover slab
1:2:4
12mm cement
plaster 1:4 finished
with cement punning

40

350

150

25mm cement
concrete 1:2:4 laid
to slope of 1:10 and
finished smooth

75

Connect the P-trap to the leach pit by using a PVC pipe
with a “Y” junction as shown in the picture. Fix the
PVC connection pipe at a slope of 1 in 5. The PVC pipe
should be projected at least 3 to 4” inside the leach
pit.

125

230

125

480
cement concrete
1:6:12

section A-A
Scale 1:10

12

125mm thick
brickwork in cement
mortar 1:6
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Step construction and plastering

Flooring and tiles fixing

The height of the step depends on the height of the
floor. Plaster the wall with 1:3 mortar. If tiles are
used then the plastering must be rough using 1:5
mortar.

To drain water easily, the floor should have 1 in 10
slope towards the pan. Tiles can be fixed on the floor
and inner walls up to 3 ft high.
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Door fixing

Earth work excavation for leach pit

2½'

3½’

5½'

The door should ideally be opened outwards. Normal
door size is 5½ft x 2½ft.

The leach pit should be 5 ft deep minimum with a 3½ft
diameter. The distance between two leach pits should
be more than 3 ft.
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Rings for leach pit

5’

Connecting pipe and cover slab fixing

6"

6" above the ground level

Place 5 Prefabricated cement rings of 3 ft diameter
and 1 ft height in the pits as shown in the picture.
Pack the space outside the rings with sand.

A circular cement slab can be used to seal the leach
pit. Seal the gap between the top cement ring and
cover slab properly.
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Casting of cover slabs
Prepare the reinforcement for
3½ft dia as shown in figure by
using 6mm rods at 6” intervals.
Prepare a level surface, spread
a polyethylene sheet and place
the mould/frame of
3½ft diameter and apply
oil/grease on the inner face of
the frame.
Spread mixed concrete within
the frame/mould, with a ratio
of 1:2:5 for 1” thickness.

Casting of cement roof slab
Prepare 60” X 20”
reinforcement arrangements by
using 6mm rods at 6” intervals.
Prepare a level surface, spread
a polyethylene sheet, place the
mould/frame of 60” X 20” and
apply oil/grease on the inner
face of the frame.
Spread mixed concrete within
the frame/mould with a ratio of
1:2:5 for 1” thickness.

Place the reinforcement.

Place reinforcement already
prepared.

Spread the concrete again on
the bar and complete smooth
finishing of the slab. Cure the
slab properly.

Spread the concrete again on
the bar and complete the
smooth finishing of the slab.
Cure the slab properly.
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Fully completed toilet

Materials check list for a
leach pit toilet inventory
Qty.

1. Bricks

600 (approx)

2. Sand

20 Ginny bags

3. Cement

3 Ginny bags

4. Gravel/Grit/Stone Chips

6 Ginny bags

5. 6mm Iron Rod

10kg

6. PVC pipe

10’

7. Y-junction Pipe

1 pc

8. Door 5½’ x 2½’

1 pc

9. Hinges and hook for that

Make the finishing work neat and clean. White or a
colour wash could be done.

10. Squatting Pan

1 pc

11. Ceramic or PVC Water Seal

1 pc

12. 1’ x 1½’ Ventilators

3 pcs

13. Roof Slab/Asbestos Sheet (60” x 20”)

3 pcs

14. Cement Rings (3’ diameter)

10 pcs

15. Lid (for Pit) (Normally of 3.2’ diameter)

2 pcs

16. Gum (Bonfix/Fevicol)

1 pc

17. Masons

3 mandays

18. Transportation
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2 each

LS
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Important points to remember
l

Locate the Toilet near the house for easy access.

l

A safe distance between the leach pits and drinking
water source is generally 9 times the depth of the
leach pit.

l

A rope and lime powder can clearly mark the layout
for toilet.

l

Put the squatting pan and P-Trap over bricks in well
consolidated floor.

l

A rubber seal can be used to connect the PVC pipe
with the trap.

l

Pack the sides of the leach pit properly.

l

Cure the structure wherever needed.

l

Discharge from the squatting pan goes into one pit
only. So the pipe to the second pit should be sealed.

l

Ensure that there is no mortar deposit in the
squatting pan and trap.

l

The squatting pan, trap and foot-rests need to be
fixed correctly.

l

The entire work has to be good quality and
completed in time. Make sure the house owner is
fully satisfied.

l

Curing the slab should take 7 days, and only used
after 14 days.
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Points for usage and maintenance
Pour a mug of water into
the pan before use.

Sit properly on the
squatting pan.

Pour sufficient water into
the pan after use.
No antiseptic/disinfectant
is needed.

Wash your hands using
soap, ash or mud.

Keep your toilet
neat & clean.

After use,
Keep toilet door shut.
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Toilet with

Toilet with

Cement ring leach pit

Cement ring leach pit

Roofing with corrugated tin sheet.

Roofing with prefabricated cement slabs.

Fitted with urban pan.

Fitted with urban pan.
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Toilet with

Toilet with

Cement ring leach pit

Cement ring leach pit

Roofing with fiber sheet.

Roofing with corrugated tin sheet.

Fitted with urban pan.

Fitted with western pan.
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Toilet with

Toilet with

Cement ring leach pit

Cement ring leach pit

Roofing with corrugated tin sheet.

Roofing with corrugated tin sheet.

Fitted with urban pan.

Bath attached.

Attached with water tank aside.
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Toilet with

Toilet with

Brick leach pit

Brick leach pit

Roofing with corrugated tin sheet.

Roofing with corrugated tin sheet.
Attached with incinerator .
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Ferro-cement modular toilet

Ferro-cement modular toilet

Circular model.

Circular model with water tank.
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Ferro-cement modular toilet

Adopted and customized from
the mason training manual of
PSI and WASH Institute

A special thanks to
PSI, Patna, Bihar.

Square model.
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Latrines give privacy and
promote health
It helps you to save time and energy
It gives pride to family members
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